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Anonymous Classes in Java 

Anonymous classes in the Java programming language are, quite simply, classes without names.  If you 
have never used or been exposed to anonymous classes, you may ask the question, “How do I use a 
class without a name?” 
 
This is a very good question.  The answer, as shown in Example 1 below, is that you always create an 
object of an anonymous class at the same place in code where you declare the class. 
 
This may seem like a strange thing to do, but it turns out to be quite useful in modern Java programming, 
particularly in graphics programming using the Java Swing library, where you may find yourself declaring 
a large number of small simple use-once classes which are based on Swing interfaces. 
 
 

 1 // ********************************************************************* 

 2 // Example 1: Anonymous Class 

 3 // ********************************************************************* 

 4 // 

 5 package anonymousexample1; 

 6 public class Main { 

 7      

 8     // ***************************************************************** 

 9     // Here is where the anonymous class is defined and instantiated 

10     // ***************************************************************** 

11     public static void main(String[] args) { 

12         Runnable runner = new Runnable() { 

13             int Total = 0; 

14             public void run() { 

15                 for (int i=0; i<10000000; i++) {Total++;} 

16                 System.out.println(Integer.toString(Total)); 

17             } 

18         }; 

19          

20         // ************************************************************* 

21         // Here is where the anonymous class is defined and instantiated 

22         // ************************************************************* 

23         runner.run(); 

24      } 

25 } 

 
 
 
 

As previously stated, the above code (Example 1) demonstrates the declaration and instantiation of an 
anonymous class. The code does the following: 
 

1. Lines 12-18 create an instance, named runobj, of a nameless (anonymous) class which 
implements the java.lang.Runnable interface. 

2. Line 14 defines the run method of the anonymous class. 
3. Line 23 uses the runobj object to call the run method of the anonymous class. 

 
 
So what exactly is an anonymous class?  What is the syntax of an anonymous class? How and why are 
anonymous classes used? 
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This article answers the above questions and gives some concrete code examples of anonymous class 
usage. 
 
Definition of Anonymous Class 
 
David Flanagan, author of Java in a Nutshell, defines anonymous class as follows: 
 

"An anonymous class is essentially a local class without a name." 
 
I disagree slightly with this definition because, as we will show in Example 3, an anonymous class can 
actually be defined at class scope, which would make it a member class not a local class.  So we could 
more accurately say that an anonymous class is a local or member class without a name. 
 
If you are unfamiliar with the terms “member class” and “local class”, the definitions follow: 
 

A member class is a class which is a non-static member of an enclosing class. 
 
A local class is a class defined within a block of Java code. 

 
Benefits of  Anonymous Classes 
 
The key benefit of an anonymous class is encapsulation (or clutter reduction).  An anonymous class is, in 
a sense, the ultimate in private object oriented encapsulation.  It is defined exactly where it is needed, it 
can never be used anywhere else, and it has totally local scope. 
 
Anonymous classes provide a very clean syntax for implementing event listeners in GUI programming, 
and are handy for implementing method parameters and return objects “on the fly”. 
 
Essentially, anonymous classes relieve the programmer from defining (and keeping track of) large 
numbers of special purpose classes.  They are used once, defined right where the action is, and never 
heard from again. 
 
One final key benefit of anonymous classes is that they have access to all data and methods of their 
containing classes, including private members; meaning that for small highly localized tasks, they may 
require less initialization. 
 
Syntax of Anonymous Classes 
 
The syntax of anonymous classes has one of two forms: 
 

1. Interface Based: new interfaceName(){classBody} 
2. Class Based: new className(optional argument list){classBody} 

 
An interface based anonymous class must implement the entire interface that is based on.   
 
A class based anonymous class, on the other hand, has access to its base class methods and members; 
and it can override it’s members, just like any other subclass. 
 
Example 1 and Example 2 demonstrate the interface based anonymous classes, and Example 3 
demonstrates a class based anonymous class. 
 
 
You cannot Define Constructors 
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Anonymous classes do not allow constructors, since constructors would require a class name.  On the 
other hand, they do allow instance initializers.  An instance initializer is a little like a constructor which 
takes no parameters, as shown in Example 2 below.  The instance initialization takes place in line 18 
which executes a for loop to fill array with the integers from 0 to 99. 
 
The anonymous class is defined in lines 10 to 25, and the run method (lines 20 through 24) sums the 
values in array, which were previously initialized. 
 

 

 
 

1 // ********************************************************************* 

 2 // Example 2: Anonymous Class with Instance Initializer 

 3 // ********************************************************************* 

 4 package anonymousexample2; 

 5  

 6 public class Main { 

 7     

 8    public static void main(String[] args) { 

 9        

10       Runnable runObj = new Runnable() { 

11           

12          private static final int ARRAY_SIZE = 100; 

13          private int[] array = new int[ARRAY_SIZE]; 

14           

15          // ************************************************************* 

16          // Instance initialization code 

17          // ************************************************************* 

18          { for(int i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++) array[i] = i; } 

19           

20          public void run() { 

21             int Total = 0; 

22             for(int i = 0; i < ARRAY_SIZE; i++) Total = Total + array[i]; 

23             System.out.println(Integer.toString(Total)); 

24          } 

25       }; 

26        

27       runObj.run(); 

28    } 

29 } 

 
 
 
 
 
You Can Pass Parameters To Existing Constructors 
 
As stated above, you cannot create new constructors for an anonymous class; however you can pass 
parameters if an anonymous class is based on a class which already defines parameterized constructors.  
Basically just treat the instantiation of the anonymous class the same as you would if you were 
instantiating the original class it is based on. 
 
Example 3 demonstrates this.  ClassA, defined in lines 50 through 63, defines a constructor which takes 
a string parameter.  The anonymous local class instantiated in line 30 passes the parameter string “Hello” 
to the ClassA constructor. 
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Note also, in lines 10 through 19, an anonymous class is defined at the member class level instead of at 
the local class level.  All the other anonymous classes defined in this article are local class examples. 
 

 
 

 1 // ********************************************************************* 

 2 // Example 3: Anonymous Class with Instance Initializer 

 3 // ********************************************************************* 

 4 // 

 5 package anonymousexample3; 

 6  

 7 public class Main { 

 8     

 9     

10    //******************************************************************* 

11    // Anonymous member class extends ClassA 

12    //******************************************************************* 

13    ClassA anonB_Object = new ClassA("Hello" ) { 

14       // The original Display Method 

15       public void Display(){ 

16          System.out.println("Inherited Anonymous Overridden" + 

17                " MEMBER Display ClassA Output:"+Message); 

18       } 

19    }; 

20     

21    public Main() { 

22       ClassA classA_Object = new ClassA("Hello"); 

23        

24       // Display the Anonymous Version 

25       classA_Object.Display(); 

26        

27       //**************************************************************** 

28       // Anonymous local class extends ClassA 

29       //**************************************************************** 

30       ClassA anonA_Object = new ClassA("Hello" ) { 

31          // The original Display Method 

32          public void Display(){ 

33             System.out.println("Inherited Anonymous Overridden" + 

34                   " LOCAL Display ClassA Output:"+Message); 

35          } 

36       }; 

37        

38       // Display the Anonymous Class Based on ClassA 

39       anonA_Object.Display(); 

40        

41       // Display the Anonymous Class Based on ClassA 

42       this.anonB_Object.Display(); 

43    } 

44     

45    public static void main(String[] args) { 

46       Main example = new Main(); 

47    } 

48 } 

49  

50 //********************************************************************** 

51 // Anonymous local class extends ClassA 

52 //********************************************************************** 
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53 class ClassA { 

54    String Message = ""; 

55    public ClassA(String aMessage){ 

56       Message = aMessage; 

57    } 

58     

59    // The original Display Method 

60    public void Display(){ 

61       System.out.println("Basic ClassA Output:"+Message); 

62    } 

63 } 

 
 
 
 
 
Note that in Example 3 above, if the anonymous class was based on an interface (instead of a class), you 
could not pass parameters, since interfaces do not define constructors. 
 
Using Anonymous Classes in Java GUI Swing Programs 
 
Programming graphical user interfaces (GUI) in Java is all about responding to events with so-called 
event listeners.   
 
In Example 4, the anonymous class in lines 18 through 25 implements an instance of an event handler 
class by implementing the ActionListener interface.  Line 17 adds an object of the anonymous class to the 
button object, bttn.  Basically bttn responds to its own ActionEvent when it is pushed. 
 
In a typical GUI interface you might have dozens of event handlers.  They are much easier to keep track 
of by using anonymous classes defined at the scope where they are actually used. 
 
 
 

 1 // ********************************************************************* 

 2 // Example 4: Anonymous Class with Instance Initializer 

 3 // ********************************************************************* 

 4 package anonymousexample4; 

 5 import javax.swing.*; 

 6 import java.awt.event.*; 

 7  

 8 public class Main { 

 9    public static void main( String[] args ) { 

10       JFrame frame = new JFrame( "Hello, Java!" ); 

11       JButton bttn = new JButton("Click Me!"); 

12        

13       //**************************************************************** 

14       // Anonymous class extends implements Java GUI ActionListener 

15       //           interface 

16       //**************************************************************** 

17       bttn.addActionListener( 

18          new ActionListener() { 

19             public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) { 

20                JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,  

21                "Hello from Swing.", 

22                "Greeting", 

23                JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE); 
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24             } 

25          } 

26       ); 

27       frame.getContentPane().add(bttn); 

28       frame.setSize( 300, 300 ); 

29       frame.setVisible( true ); 

30    } 

31 } 

 
 
 
Summary 
 
Anonymous classes are a valuable feature of Java, but they should be used discerningly and kept very 
short, typically 8 lines or fewer.  They are often used in graphical applications or for building adapters.  
The fact that a class is nameless is a useful feature if you want to restrict its usage to a single instance 
and keep its declaration as close as possible to where it is used. 
 
 


